
Understanding of the World 

Through our unit of ’Bears’ the children 

will be using search engines to find out    

different facts and information about 

bears. We will be continuing to develop 

our skills using different 

programs on the      

computers, including 

Purple Mash and paint       

software. In order for 

the children to access 

Purple Mash at home 

we will continue to show the children 

how to access the internet and log onto 

Purple Mash independently. We will also 

begin using a mouse pad on the laptops. 

In RE we will be learning about the Easter 

story and completing activities including 

making bread and writing our own     

prayers, 

Expressive Arts 

We will be singing a repertoire of songs 

that we have learnt in Reception and     

using instruments to accompany the songs 

and tap/clap/play a simple beat.  

The children will have 

the opportunity to    

perform on the stage 

outside using musical  

instruments. They will 

also be re-enacting the story of ‘Goldilocks 

and the Three Bears’ and ‘We’re Going on 

a Bear Hunt’ using props to support them, 

including walking through mud and jump-

ing through water. 
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Personal, Social and Emotional  

Development 

We are continuing our  

‘Jigsaw’ scheme of 

work. This term’s   

topic is ’Healthy Me’ 

where the children 

will be thinking about ways to keep 

safe and healthy. We will also be       

encouraging children to create their 

own games with their friends, which   

involve turn taking and creating a set of 

rules. We will also support the children 

to negotiate any issues that may arise               

appropriately. 

Welcome back to a new half term at SS  

Simon and Jude from all the staff in  

Reception. This booklet provides a brief  

summary of some of the exciting     

learning opportunities your child will 

experience. 

Our unit this half term is ‘Bears’. 

Literacy 

We will be reading a range of story 

books and fact books about bears to 

find out lots of information. The       

children will be collectively creating 

their own fact book by writing facts 

that they have found. We will also be 

learning new 

sounds during    

‘Letters and 

Sounds’ that will 

help the children 

to read           

decodable words as well as learning sets 

of ‘tricky words’ that need to be learnt 

from sight. We will be encouraging the      

children to write sentences                

independently, remembering to use      

finger spaces between their words. 

Physical Development 

The children will be continuing to          

develop their fine motor control to hold 

a pencil correctly in order to 

form recognisable cursive let-

ters to write words, sentences 

and numbers. In P.E. the    

children will be taking part in 

dance lessons where they will 

be creating movements to 

music as well as getting themselves 

changed for PE independently. 

Communication and Language 

The children will be developing their 

speaking and listening skills during circle 

time activities and whole class             

discussions. We will be     

encouraging children to 

talk about information 

they have gathered 

about bears and         

promote good listening 

skills to enable them to respond to others 

appropriately. We will also be              

developing our skills at answering how  

and why questions in response to stories 

and events. 

Mathematics 

The children will be developing their        

understanding of measurements, money 

and shape through hands-on experiences 

and group activities. They will also be   

using their understanding of number to       

complete simple 

maths problems such 

as addition and      

subtraction, as well as 

halving and sharing 

and securing their 

knowledge of numbers to 20. 


